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'File extremely versatile magnetized coaxial gun (MCG) experimental facility, CPS-1 (Coaxial Plasma
Source), is capable of producing highly conducting, high enthalpy, magneto-flows in a widely varied applied
magnetization. 'i'his device provides an excellent test bed to examining the interaction of a variety of
magneto-flows with applied and self magnetization, and illustrating mechanisms for axial mass ejection, flow
interaction with background neutral gas, and turbulent accretion of astroplasmas. In addition to standard
plasma diagnostic techniques allowing the elucidation of gross MIlD behavior and stability, we have recently
developed techniques allowing the direct investigation on the effects of micro-turbuhmce on these flow Sl.l'(,alllS
aud their interaction with magneti<' fi('lds.
The significance of the work herein lies in the del,,onstration of laboratory MCG devices like CI)S-1 to
produce energetic ntagneto-flows with embedded luagm'tic fields that can be used as a simulation tool to
study tlow interact.iou dynamics of astro-jet flows, t.o demonstrate the lnagnetic acceleration and collimation
of flows with primarily toroidal fields, and study cross [icld transport in turbulent accreting flows. Since
plasmas produced in MCG devices have magnetic topology and magnetohydrodynamic (MILD) flow regime
similariw to stellar and extragalactic jets, we expect that careful investigation of these flows in the laboratory
will reveal fundamental physical mechanisms influencing astrophysical flows. Discussion herein focuses on
recent results describing collimation, leading flow surface interaction layers, and turbulent accretion.
The study objectives for a new research effort would be to develop and employ novel electrostatic,
magnetic, and visible plasma diagnostic techniques to measure plasma and flow parameters of the CPS-1
device in the flow chamber downstream of the plasma source to study, (1) m_ss ejection, morphology, and
collimation and stahilit.y of energetic outflows, (2) the effects of external magnetization on collimation and
stability, (:3) the interaction of such flows with background neutral gas, the generation of visible elnission in
such int.eractiou, and effect of mmtral clouds on jet flow dynamics, and (4) the cross magnetic field transport
o[' turl)ulent accreting flows.
The applicability of existing laboratory plasmas facilities to the study of stella.r and extragalactic plasmas
should be exploited to elucidate tmderlying physical mechanisms that cannot be ascertained though astro-
physical ohservation, and provide haseline to a wide variety of proposed models, MHD and otherwise. The
work proposed herein represents a continued effort on a now'l approach in relating laboratory experiments
to astrophysical jet observation. There exists overwhelming similarity among these flows that has ah'eady
produced some fascinating results and is expected to cont.imm a high pay off in further flow similarity studies.
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1. Introduction
Astrophysicaljets area diversegroupof celestialobjectsthat aregenerallyacc,,lm,dto beenergetic
outflowsfromavarietyofsom'ces[1].Thefeaturecentraltoall suchobjectsisanextremelyw_,llcollinJated
emissionmapfirst,observedill the radiorangewith anelectroncyclotronsignaturefromradiogalaxies
suggestingthatsuchflowsaremagnetized[l,2].In this larg,'stclassofjets(radiojetsordoublelobedradio
galaxies),tileelnissionprofilepointsbacktothegalactic ,nt._wh(q'_'the"mlcleuso['theactive'galaxy(:kCN)
appearst.o be the source of t.h(' Itow. Oa a lilUCh smaller scale, young st.ellar objects (YSO) emit jets which
terlninate in visiMy bright objects (some of' which are classified as lt[t objects[l]). In some cases the jet
itself' is observed in the visible (Fig. 1). Zeeman measuremeat.s in the molecular cloud cores associated with
YSO outflows support the presence of magnetic fields there also.
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Figure 1: Visible Jet in ttli47
It is well agreed upon that there are several ingredients necessary t.o produce astrophysical figs. Th( _
source of energy for the flow originates in tile central massive object acting as primemow'r[l 3]. In I ll__ cas( _
of a YSO jet, the l)rime mover is likely at proto-star of order ,'tl_i:,, while all AGN source lnay I)e _Ls large as
l0 s- i0"'Mci_, h_t.erst.ellar material is drawn by the central _b.iect through the accretion process, the ilmer
part.s of an accretion disk may be ionized alld chmmeled int.o a tlow along the Sylllllll_lry axis ill a .i(g,. :ks
such, jets may be a natural consequence of st,ar formation m_d dense galactic cores. In fact, jets may well be
produced in allYSO and AGNs, and it is merely extinction and quenching that prevents obs(wvat.ion, tlow
such flows are establish(_d and how they interact with their surroundings are not at all welt understood, aml
are the subjects of this and many other investigations.
We recently became intrigued by some obvious observational similarities between the high enthalpy
plasma ftows we have been producing in our magnetized coaxial gun (MCG) source[4] for advanced propulsion
studies[5] and those fi'om a variety of astrophysical objects classified as jets[i,3]. Though rather disparate
on spatial and temporal scales, both flows show the silnilar gross flow feat.ira' of a directed high euthalpy
plasma stream flow that remains wCql collinmted for many characteristic source dimensions in linear extent
and many dynamical times downstream of the source. Further, the observation of strong magnetization in
the astroplasma counterpart reveals the potential dynamical importance of magnetic fields in astrojets, yet
another strong eomlection to the laboratory model that is solely driven by magnetohydrodynamic (MItD)
forces. Many in the astrophysics community indeed favor MIlD mechanisms for forming, accelerating, and
collimating jets. Aside fi'om the omnipresence of strong fields in jet flows, MHD is favored for its recognized
ability to collimate plasma fows through pinch forces, to accelerate plasma to high speeds, and the efficacy
with which magnetic fields extract angular momentum from rot.ating plasma accretion disks presunmd to be
the source of the jet plasma.
What's more, mechanisms alternative to MHD do not appear to satisfy all the observations[l]. For
example radiation pressure seems implausible as an acceleration mechanisn_ because of t.he low luminosity of
many sources. With the excerpt.ion oil SSz133, all ,jet sources (A(',N and YSO) exhibit. (_mission well b{'low I11("
k;ddington luminosity. A related mechanism is the hot. plate. This too suffers as an acceleration mechanisn_
t\)l' several reasons including; radiation drag, lack of a good collimation m(,chanism, am1111(? requir('ll_(',_t tllal
t.he wind opacity be greater than that of the accretion disk. Since the (lisk is the source of the jet out.ttow, il.
seems unlikely that radiation coupling in this manner is the sole n,echanism resl)onsihle for jet acceleration.
[lydrodynamic nozzles are also proposed wherein ambient medium kinetic pressur(' adiabatically force's .i(_l
exhaust through a constriction nmch like a rocket nozzle, tlowever, collimation of such flows far down stream
fl'oln the source is questionable, and too, small scale collimation near the source requires such large pressure
that radiation cooling would be catastrophic. Geometric distortions near the event horizon for massive
sources (like those for AGN and XRB) can create funnels which can guide the flow along the symmetry axis.
Yet, global instabilities are expected to destroy these flows in several dynamical time scales, a mechauism
further exacerbated by hydrodynamic stresses. As well, funneled jet ttow velocities are limited to well below
those required for superluminal observations. The funnel mechanism also would be inapplicable to YSO jets.
it?nee, the process of elimination rules out all but magnetic acceleration as the drive mechanism for both
A('N and Y$O jets. Moreover, if we accept that these two types of jet, s (from YSO and AGN which make
up the bulk of things that are called jets) are driven hy the same nlechanism, then there are several other
effects which we can exclude as coincidental but un-important; black holes and relativistic etDcls, rot.alton
_t breakup speeds, and details of the disk-star boundary layer.
We currently possess an extremely versatile MCG experimental facility, CPS-1 (Coaxial Plasma Source)[q],
capable of producing highly conducting, high enthalpy, magneto-flows in a widely varied applied magm't.iza-
tion. This device provides an excellent test bed to examining the interaction of a variety of magn('t.o-ttow.,
with applied and self magnetization, and illustrating mechanisms for axial mass ejection, ttow interaction
with background neutral gas, and turbulent accretion. In addition to standard plasma diagnostic techniques
allowing the elucidation of gross M liD behavior and st.ahilily, we have recently developed techniques allowing
the direct investigation on the effect.s of micro-turbulence on these flow streams and their interaction with
magnetic fields[6].
'l'hc sigmlicance of the work ch?scri/)ed herein lies i,l the" _lvmoasl rut ion (,l' Magncliz_d (:oaxial Plasma Gun
(MCG) &wices like CPS-I to produce energetic laboratory it,agmrto-tlows with embedded magnetic ti_'hls
that. can be used as a simulation tool to study flow interaction dynamics ofjel flows, t.o denlonstrat.e the
magnetic accelerat.ion and collimation of flows with primarily toroidal fields, aml study cross tield lransport
in l.urbulent accreting flows. Since plasmas produced in MCG devices have magnetic t.ol)ology and MllI)
flow regime similarity to stellar and extragalactic jets, we expect that careful inwest.igation of these ltows
in the laboratory will reveal fundamental physical mechanisms influencing astrophysical tlows. Discussion
in the next section (see. 2) focuses on recent results describing collimation, leading flow surface interact.ion
layers, and t.urbulent accretion.
The primary objectives for a new three year effort, wouhl involve the development and deploymet,t of uovel
electrostatic, magnetic, and visible plasma diagnostic techniques to measure plasma and flow parameters
of the (:PS-1 device in the tlow chamher downstream of the plasma source to study, (l) mass ejection,
morphology, and collimatiou and stability of energetic outtlows, (2) the effects of external magnetization
on collimation and stability, (3) the interaction of such tlows with background neutral gas, the gem'ratio,l
of visible elnission in such interaction, and effect, of neutral clouds on jet itow dynamics, and (,1) the- cross
rnagnetic field transport of turbulent accreting flows.
The applicability of existing laboratory plasmas facilities to the study of stellar and extragalactic plasmas
should be exploited to elucidate underlying physical mechanisms that cannot be ascertained though astro-
physical observation, and provide baseline to a wide variety, of proposed models. MIlD and otherwise. The
work proposed herein represents a continued effort on a novel approach in relating laboratory experiments
to astrophysical jet observatio,l. There exists overwhelmingsi,nilarity amo,lg these flows that has already
produced sollle fascinating r,'sulls aml is expecled t.o cont.itlw' a higlt pay otl'in flirt h_'r Itow similarity slmli_'_,.
:2. St.udy It?suits
Recent efforts have heen committed in all experimental effort to diagnose plasma flow features from a
magnetized coaxial plasma gun (MCG) source (CPS-1 at NCSU)[4] so that we may establish tile applicability
of such sources as laboratory models for astroplasma flows. Tile experimental work in electrostatic l_lasma
sensor development, experiment preparation, data collection, and data analysis has been performed by
graduate student, Ms. Rebecca Caress (now at United Defense), who engaged in this effort for a Master
of Science project, and myself. Our efforts were well COnlplemented by the flow channel magnetics work of
Dr. Dorwin C. Black (now at NRL), a former PhD graduate student in the NCSU plasma sciences program
who recently completed his dissertation wo,'k on plasma flow channel physics. In addition, continual contact
with the astrophysics conmmnity, primarily through Dr. John Contopoulos (Univ. of Chicago) and the
astrophysics group at NCSU, have provided extremely valuable guidance in understanding the important
features of astrojet flows and contemporary MIID computer modeling of such.
Following a brief discussion of experimental facilities, three detailed sets of experinlental observations
of magnetized plasma ltows from tim CPS-1 MCC, source will be described: two dimensional plasma flow
morphology, interaction layers where energetic plaslna pushes up against cold mmt.ral gas (with t>atures
wery similar to interaction layers in jets and molecular outflows), and lllagll{:to-lurbulelll accretioll where
convective plasma transport is described in the i_resence of applied magnctizal iol_ including nlicro-I urlmlem'_'
enhancements to resisl.iw" ditfusivit.y (havhlg features similar t.o those required ill some magnetized disk
accretiou models). For _'aclL of these subjects the experimental observations will be first described, followed
by a discussion of the relewmce to jets, and concluded by a brief discussion of future measurements reqtlired
to further explore these subjects.
2.1. Experimental Facilities
Tile CPS-I[4] is a device ill the classification of lnagnetized coaxial l)lasma gulls (MCG). MCG sources
consists of a coaxial arrangement of discharge electrodes between which a high temperature plasma is initiated
in pre-fill or injected gas (1-400 mTorr, He) by the application of a high voltage frorrL a capacitive energy
source. The discharge is accelerated along tile coaxial channel under the influence of the radial discharge
current interaction with the self azimuthal magnetic field, thus producing high energy nla.glLel,(.iSOlliC Ilows.
In its present configuratioJL, tile CPS-1 device can produce plasma discharges with parameters ill the range
10-50 eV, t0 L4- 1015 cm -a, and -,_ 10r cm/s, as measured with electrostatic probes, in plasmas with discharge
currenl, s of 120 kA and electrode potential differences of 0.5 - 1.0 k\:. External magnetization with a solenoid
coil provides a poloidal tield that links the discharge electrodes for the study of flow/field interactions within
tile channel, and tbr plasma stream flow control outside tile source. The diverging applied field outside tile
source may accelerate tile flow through magnetic nozzling while also diverting tile flow to a more diffuse tlow
st.ream. Jet morphological comparisons are made both with and without external applied field.
Figure 2 shows a sclwmatic of the C,PS-1 plasma and a simplified conceptualization of the plasma flow
stream as it. exits the gULL muzzle in a self-formed magnetic nozzh>like configuration. The distorted, and
truncated applied field lines shown here are displayed [br conceptual purposes only (t.o visualize the self-
formed tlow channel ollly). In quasi-steady-state operation, plasnaa is created ill the ilpstreanl (breech)
region of the gun (near tlw insular.o,') by discharge of _t capacitive energy storage systelll, alld sinmltam_{msly
accelerated to the local drift velocity. The applied 13,.: tlux (generated by a solenoid inside the cathode)
emerges from the front of the cathode and returns along the inside of the anode. Ill typical MCG operating
conditions, this applied flux persists for a time duration (several ms) which is long compared to the discharge
time of 0.1 - 0.5 ms. The initial flow entrains additional magnetofluid as it ionizes more neutral gas.
Therntalization quickly follows as the flow drifts from the entrainment point in the breech to tile muzzle.
As the axial plasma flow enters the constriction in tile downstream (muzzle) end of the MCG, it can be
accelerated further by' the converging-diverging magnetic nozzle in magnetized operation. The nozzle, roughly
defined by the B,.._ lines of tbrce in Fig. 2, is established by radial force balance between the sell' (I3o) and
applied (B,.z) field pressures. The self field decreases from its upstream value as a result of the conversion
of field energy into mass flow energy. This allows the magnetoplasma to be radially constricted by the
applied field, thus forming the converging part of the self-formed magnetic nozzle. This naturally invokes an
assumption of ideal MIlD since plasma diffusion across the applied lieht during the acceleratiotl (rtm down)
time is not. allowed ill this simple conceptualization, t:inally, t_he expansion of the (B,.,:) tield as it leaw's the
MC(.I allows for Lnagnet.ol>lasma expansion, creating the diverging nozzle flow and additional velocity gain.
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Figure 2: Schematic of the CPS-1 MCG hardware and plasma stream ttow.
In a ulore realistic description that h)cludes finite resistivity, the magnetoplasma doe's somewhat, distort, the
applied tield a.s it. diffuses through, I)ut does not distend the applied field indefinitely as del)icted above. The
[low IHHy still I)e Hozzl('d, how('ver, as the magm't, ofluid flow passes through a coilstriction provided by the
applied lield magnetic pressure[7 9].
2.2. Flow Morl)hology
Flow morphology of CPS-I plasma discharges was mapped using a quadruple Langmmr (electrostatic)
probe[10,11] (Fig. 3). This measurement technique yields simultaneous electron telnperature and density.
as well as flow speed and electrost.atic floating potential. Data were recorded at 50 spatial locations in the
CPS-l vacuum chalnber from as many separate discharges. Reproducibility was checked at each location
and found to be better than 20% in most cases. Figure 4 displays such a data set showing plaslna electron
t.emperature (eV), density Ecru-a), axial flow speed Ecru/s), and plasma kinetic pressure (Pa) contours in
the vacuuIl), chalnber outside the MCG source for discharges in which the CPS-1 external magnetization
(soleHoid coil) was not energized. In this class of discharges, the only source of magnetization of l.he plasma
is the self field (]30) generated by internal plasma currents which result in ahnost entirely azimuthal lields.
For sake of distinction, we term these unmagnetized discharges to avoid confusion with discharges chat do
employ external applied fields. The position of centerline-muzzle is at the origin in this figure. The ammlar
chamlel centerline is at roughly 8.25 cm and the axial position advances away from the source. These data
exhibit several interesting features as discussed below.
1. Extended flow: There is clear evidence fi'om temperalure, density, flow velocit, y, and kinetic pressure
data that an extended 2-D flow tield is produced from the narrow annular source. This is an important result
in it.self since it. is implied ill several MIlD jet models[12-1,t] that flows originate from localized (ammlar and
axisymHletric) regions at the accretion disk surface where tiehl amplification or latch angle conditions are
apl>ropriat{' 1o launch the outilow. We further observe in the experiment., that collimated, organized flow
persists downstream for many source dilll('llsions. \¥e measure to roughly 12 gun radii downstream with no
iH(licat.ic)H of tlw tlow str('aHl t.('rmiHating or becoming less orgauixed. So as with ast.ro-jets, t.hese guH-driveH
flows remain collimated far dowHst.r(,am of the source.
2. Collimation: The central issue in this work was to investigate plasma collima.tioH in exl.emled flows
from the CILb-I plasma source. As can be seen from the high density of axially dist.ended contours in l"ig. t.
there is good radial containment of the plasma flow stream. A well formed plasma chanuel is evident. This
indicates a well collimated, ahnost completely axial, flow to distances far from the source (up to length to
width ratio of > IO). YSO jets are typically found with l/w ratios in the range ,5-30, while nmch larger
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Figure 3: Schematic drawing of tile MCG configuration and idealized applied field distortion in this device.
Also shown is the quadruple electrostatic probe in a t.ypical downstream position.
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lqgure 4: C,ontours of constant electron tielnl>er_tture, densit.y, axial flow speed, and plasma kinetic l)ressure
downstream of CPS-1 source ip, unmaglmtized operation.
ratios are not uncommon in AGN jets. The width parameter chosen here for comparison is the collinmted
diameter. In t,he experiment tile flow appears to be collimated to about the plasma source dimension, while
in the astrophysical context the flow collimation radii ave many times tile source radii (on the order of 100 for
AG N .jets and perhaps 104 for YSO jets). It seems inappropriate, however, to force the scale comparison down
to the ast.rophysical source level since we simulate only flows that have been pre-accelerated and l.m:sumably
take on an initial radial din,ension represeiltative of the dynamically inipol'lant MIll) source (plasma gun in
the experiment, disk ill t.hc astrophysical context) rather than the astrophysical point-like prime mover.
The arrangement of observed contours indicates strong radial gradients in the measured plasma parame-
t.ers which include not only temperature and density independently, but plasma kinetic pressure as well. The
latter suggests that radial confinement (collimation) against the outward directed kinetic pressure gradient
is effective. Since the self magnetization is the only mechanism to provide such containment, this is direct
indication of tile effectiveness of MHD forces in collimation. This is in accord with MHD interpretations of
jet collimation, suggesting that for powerful AGN and YSO flows neither radiation nor gas pressure appear
to be adequate to collilnate the jet momentmn flux.
The data show good collilnation in all parameters except for flow velocity. The lack of velocity contain-
ment is not too surprising and only indicates that the colder and lower density flow in the fringe is accelerated
with the bulk flow. Since the fluid in tile fl'inge is still reasonably high quality plasma (high 7'_), the same
MIll) acceleration forces may act on this fluid as well. Alternatively, tile edge tlow may be viscously and/or
turbulently dragged by the bulk flow. Note that the data displayed in Fig. 4 are contours o[' constant c. not
stream lines.
When external solenoid magnetization is applied the flow picture becomes more complicated. The quality
of collimation is much poorer near the source and persists up to _ 50 cm from the gun muzzle. Farther
downstream, however, this flow too becomes much better collimated rivalling that of the UM flow. At this
axial location the applied field strength is diminished to the point where it. is no longer dynamically important
in guiding the Ilow. We conclude from these results that collimation in out' case does not require an applied
poloida[ field and is in fact hampered by it, but does require a self (toroidal) field and, hence, plasma currents.
We should guard, howewer, against drawing conclusions based oil our preliminary findings at this point lo
any model that requires applied poloidal fields for collimation. In our experiment, we employ only a very
specific arrangement of applied magnetization which in no way resembles that envisioned (i.e. perfectly axial
seed lield distorted to an hourglass shape as it is carried inward by radial accrel.ion in the disk) in certain
models[13]. \Ve should reserve such judgments for future work that better replicates such lield geometry.
3. Blobs: Clearly observed in all data sets is some large scale (but smaller then flow collimation scale)
closed structure. This can be seen in Fig. 4 as a series of closed contours extending along the center line
like knots ill an astrophysical jet. These represent localized regions of hot plasma in the laboratory case.
Such regions are also seen in the density and pressure contour maps. The initial interpretation is that these
may be detached plasmoids formed from pinch forces in the MIlD unstable flow stream. Though tile flow is
unstable to m = 0 pinch, it remains remarkably well collimated. In some YSO jets that ave well resolw:d like
t11134, a sequence of variable and aperiodic knots are observed to change nmrphology from circular n,ear the
source to bow shaped near the leading edge[l]. An MIlD detached ballistic plasmoid description is consislent
with this observation as this model predicts knot flows at tile jet speed and much faster than that of the
working surface (to be discussed later). Alternative explanations that are popular from an ast.rophysical
context includ_ _ oblique crossiag shocks as the [low attempts t.o expaml radially, lhough this wouhl i,uply
some dynamical importance attributable to the surrounding neutral gas; or multiple bow shocks from a
lllodulated source, thought there is no signature in the experhnent source function that would justify this
illterprctat.ioll. What's more, these knots appear to move with the jet. flow. So, .iust as in tile astro-jet
case, t.he oblique shock model appears not to satisfy all observations since it predicts slowly moving or even
stationary knots. Furthermore, were these object,s a result of source modulation, one would expect softer
variations both axially and radially. To be detinitive, however, multiple nle__tSt.lrelllents Oil tile same plaslll;./
discharge in CPS-1 would be required in future work.
d. Flow Speed: The measured flow speed in the experiment is in the range 100-1,50 km/s. This is quite close
to those obserwed in YSO jets. This suggests that direct comparison of some flow and int.eract.ion physics
can be made, such as: importance of MHD pinch and detachment on the flow evolution time scale leading
to predictions of knot size, shape, and separation; radiation and ionization phenomena by this energetic ttow
interactionwithstationaryneutralgascloud;flowentrainmentofneutralgas;andmolecular(neutral)gas
flowevolution.
["urtherinvestigationon themorl)hologyissuesdiscussedaboveshouldincludedetailedexperimental
studiesin thefollowingareas.Someofthesewill requirenewdiagnosticand/ormachinehardware.
1. Knots" Themorphologyof knotsasdetachedplasmoidsor someotherphenomenais not definitively
demonstrated.Aswell,therearestabilityissuesassociatedwithdetachedplasmoidsfromthissourcethat
needto beinvestigated.Thewavelengthandgrowthrateofm = 0modesin thisconfigurationarecritical
todeterminingthesizeandseparationscale,aswellasthedynamicevolutionwith respectto thebulkflow.
Pinerdetailsin the flow stream should be investigated to resolve smooth changes in flow parameters across
knot boundaries and distinguish this behavior from shock discontinuities. In addition, one would like t.o
il_w_st[gate self fiehl gradients through knots t.o determine if hot knots require stronger self field implying
that they are magnetically conlined ballistic plasmoids(or conversely, are hwrtially confined). At the least,
these investigations require multiple electrostatic and maguetic probe measttrements on a single plasma
discharge. To accoHq>lish this, fabrication of several addilional l)robes and II,e provision of vaculllll access
will be ncccss:try. '['o accelerate data collect.ion, we'll also require some autonmted motor drive feed-through
nJechanisms for positioning probes to avoid vacuum break for probe relocation. Additionally, tim expansion
t.o multiple seusors will require the addition of several waw' lbrm recorders to capture this larger data set
on a single pulse. Temporal resolution is also desired m this nleasurement requiriug signal amplification and
noise reduction. 'Fhe addition of a two dimensional blach probe would also prowe beneficial as a redundant
axial flow measurenlent.. As well, a 2-D poloidal flow measurement will allow mapping of the flow stream
function. Finally, visible light imaging with a fast framing or CCD camera could capture 2-D flow details
on a single image.
2. Collimation and Applied Field: Collimation should be better quantified by measuring finer details of
tlow paralneter gradients. \Ve need to look for divergence angle and Mach cone in the early stages of flow
developlnont both with and without external magnetization. In this way, a better description ofpoloidal
field inlluehce in flow dynamics and field deformation of the flow, as well as a oh'aver quantification of hulgt.h
to width ratios, will be provided. This can be accomplished with tile hardware mentioned abow. _, and the
addition of soJ,ae high sensitivity magnetic pickup coils so that the diminished field far downstream of the
source can be accurately determined. Finally, we should strive to provide external magnetization with a
two dimensional geometry more like that envisioned in theoretical MIID simulations, a radially pinched,
hourglass shape. This can be accomplished by outfitting the experiment vessel with additional pulsed high
fiehl coils. Numerical simulation of the vacuum field will be performed to examine the optimal arrangelnent
of coils, kYe can also easily werify the applied field strength in the experimellt t.o answer questions regarding
how largo an applied field (relative to the self field) is required to dynamically influence the .jet.
2.3. Interaction Layers
.,\ r,c,m experikncutal investigation using the ('PS-I de\'ic_" was performed Io exa_nine the delails of.\I(:(;
chatmel dynamics, aml identify optimal thrust eflicie,_cy tegions and I.hrust efficiency loss mechanisnts lk>r
high power l_lasnm, thrt, sters[9]. Through the course of this work we discovered several interesting t>at.ures
in the magnetofluid flow dynamics that has some direct, relevance to astro-l)lasmas. The first of these is the
observation of a magnetized (and possibly collision[ess) plasma shock front that entrains and "lmshes" on
ueutral gas in the gun channel. More detail will be provided in this section on this interesting feature. In
the next section, the well diagnosed phenomenon of magneto-turbulent diffusion and field deformation in
llowing resistive MHD will be discussed.
l)uring the initial startup transient of the MCG discharge, neutral fill gas is ionized within a thin ionization
layer initialized near the gas injection inlet, at about mid channel. When the flow is magnetized (by external
flux that links both discharge electrodes) this ionization layer is observed t.o slowly propagate down the flow
chamml to the gun muzzle. This interaction layer propagation is well described in a simple force balance
model in which the self magnetic pressure behind the layer is balanced by inertial drag from the entrailm]ent
of neutral gas tha.t is ionized as the front passes (a "snow plow" model). To demot,strat.e that such a straight
forward model works well, we have displayed in Fig. 5 arrival time measurements for the leading edge of this
narrow (al)proximately one channel width thick) interaction layer as a function of axial position t'rona up
stream(negativenumbers)to tilemuzzle(at zero).Theresultsof thesnowplowmodelarealsodisplayed
in this figureasa solidline,showingtheagreementis excellent.Furtherplasmafluid modelingreveals
that this magnetizedinteractionlayerbehavesasa slowlypropagat,ing magnetosonicwave,andnaturally
yMdsa layerthicknessof the ion eh,ct.romagilet.icskindepth,c/w>, which is found to be in exc,ql_'nt
agl'¢'_'ll,elll xvith tile measured layer thickm_ss (_ 2 cm). 'lhough the propagat.ion of this wave is slow on the
plasma inagnetoacoustic scale, it is fasl ou the hydrodynaniic acoustic time of t.he neutral gas propagating
at about :'li = 10 in the molecular cloud. An ordering of _'XlWrimentally relevant speeds looks like: j<'t. speed
(nlagnetoacoustic speed hi plasma ) _ 100 km/s, interaction layer speed _ 10 kin/s, and neutral gas sound
speed _ 1 km/s.
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l"igure 5: Arrival t.ime of the interaction layer as a function of axial position showing good agreement with
the snow plow prediction (solid line).
The i,meraction layer then acts as a dill'use boundary that separates rim fully ionized, high temperature
magmqoplasma from the cold (and prolmbly radiative)neutral molecular cloud. In this scelmrio, the pl_ma
jet acts Lo "'push" on the molecular cloud and driw _ it through the channel as a normal shock. Outside the
gun, it. likely' propagates as a bow shock, although this has not yet been experimentally verified. Since this
layer acts to both accelerate the neutral gas and decelerate the plasma, a Mach disk should also be formed
just behind the shock layer. This too has not as yet been experimentally observed because of the inability
to measure neutral gas or plasma densities with sutticient spal_ial or temporal resolution. Nonetheless, this
interesting observation opens some exciting astro-jet applicability issues. The first and foremost that comes
to mind is the obvious similarity to a YSO jet which may well consist of a narrow well ionized plasma tlow
that is accelerated from disk matter in the plane of the source. This narrow and energetic jet. then plows
through the ambient, molecular mediun] giving rise t.o visible molecular outflows and Htl objects (which in
this scenario represent just the brightest feature, but is usually the leading edge or terminal knot). The'
det.ails of tim interaction layer can now be carefully studied, as well as details of the ent.raimnent, radiation,
:rod ionization physics in the molecular cloud/jet interaction layer.
In support of tile identification o1' shock features and telucidation of enlrah,nkent, ionization, a radiation
physics issues Jnentioned above, there arc sew, ral additional investigations compelhxl by these timlings.
l"irstly, spectroscopic and/or fast, peutode gauge ,neasurelnents should l)e made t,o quantify neutral densities
in the MCG chamM during fill and at the leading edge of the imeraction layer during tl,e shock ['ro,,t
prol/agat.ion transient. Critical to the dynamic response of the jet/outflow system and COnl,ect.iou lo astro-
jet phenomena is the relative fluid densities behind and ahead of the layer, as well as that of the ambient
medium. For exan_.ple, the leading edge where a YSO jet terminates (perhaps to a tilI object) is a working
surface that includes a strong shock since the outflow density is greater than that of the ambient ilteditl,ll (and
greater than that o[' the inner jet ). This is not the usual case For an iX(iN jet in which the rarefied jet balloons
the higher density ambient ,nedium. l)ensily Jm'asurements will also help to quantify lilOIlle,,t, tllll couplillg
between the inner .jet and molecular outtlow. Collimation and general morphology of the molecular out.flow
could also be addressed by some of the same density and optical imaging measurenmnts mentioned aloove.
Although only indirect through the collimation of the inner jet, tile affect of external magnetization on outttow
collimation can be addressed. Conversely, the affect of a high density ambient medium in hydrodynamically
collimating the jet. flow can be investigated. It is a trivial matter to subject these jet flows to a wide variety
of neutral gas types and densities, for example subjecting a hydrogen plasma jet to a high density static _102
medium. We can also study the affects of mixing (viscous, ionization entrainment, turbulent or otherwise)
by making spectroscopic measurements on a variety of gases. Additionally, quantification of the brighmess
and radiative power of the interaction layer is needed. The adiabaticity of the flow lnay then be discussed.
2.4. Magneto-'IMrbulent Accretion
'l'he fundamental physics area of invostigat.ion in our plasma sciences program is the general study of
l)lasnm flow imeractions with magn<_tic tields. Ov('r tile l>ast several y('ars we hay(' nlade several significant
findings in this area primarily applied to Mtll) flows for advanced sl)ac_' lWolmlsion. Among our findings are
the _xperiment.al investigation mid M 111) modeling of anchor_'d field line distort ion by magneto-resistive MIlD
tlows (illcluding hall currents), and the apl)lical.ion of such t,chniqm_s ia ('Xl_erimentally det._:rnlinillg plasma
transport and tlow features. The most important of these provides for a direct magnetic field measurement
of tile effective electron collisionality fi'om which nlicro-turbulence enhancements to collisionality can be
determined[6]. We have investigated the scaling of such turbulent dissipation and have identified what
we believe are saturated lower hybrid current driven modes in coaxial acceIerator channels leading to flow
eIficiency degradation. As an example of the utility of such techniques, we show ill Fig. 6 the theoretical
prediction of anchored ,nagnet.ic field line deformation by a flowing (left to right) magnetofluid. (The details
of the theoretical model will not be included here for brevity. The details can be found in [6,8,15].) There is
remarkable agreement with the exl)erimentally measured st.retched field. An example is illustrated in Fig. 7
(showing three snapshots of the field evolution at 20, 30, and 40 ItS after discharge initiation, near the peak
of the input power to the CPL-1 gun). By comparing the measured distorted field with the model, we can
directly determine both the magnetic Reynolds immber (R,,_ = AVID) from which the flow speed can be
inferred, and tile electron magnetization parameter (Q = _/ue) from which we can obtain the electron
collision frequency.
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Figure 6: Theoretical prediction of anchored magnetic field deformation by left to right flowing magnetofluid.
In the experiment we fiml significant contribution to the electrical diffusivity (D = _l/l_o) from non-
classical influences, i.e. plasma micro-turbulence increases the electron collisiouality through wave-particle
interactions and the hall effect contributes a substantial magneto-resistance. In an astrophysical context, this
flow situation resembles that in an accreting plasma disk wherein initially axial magnetic flux is distorted
inward t.o all hour glass shape external to the disk. Within the disk, the distorted field shape depends
sensitively on the profile of radially inward flow as well as electron coIlisionality profiles. An equilibrium may
well be established, as it is in the experiment, in which inward dragging of the field by the high conductivity
magnetofluid is balanced by field line tension. Such a balance is critical in astro plasma disks since it
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lqgtire 7: Measured applied n]agnet.ic llux dislortion t0' lhe cross lield Itow.
delernlilles accretion rates in which nlicro-iustabilities niay play all inilJortant role. It is only t.hrougli tluid
slipl.)agc past distorted liiagnelic llux that accrelioli iS allowed, a proc()ss quite seusitive to collisionality
cnhanceinent.s. ]Jy establishhig (in the e.x:l)erinient ) the apllropriate flow conditions to shnulate the accreting
lllaglletopl&sllla eliviroliltleillD, a test, bed for the study of lllagllet, o-ttlrbulellt piasilla trallsport across the
magnetic tield can be developed. The following questions can 1oe investigated: "\¥hat is the affect of' micro
(or fluid, ala K-II or Balbus-liawley) turbulence on accretion in a magnetized disk? Can such experimental
simulations be used to predict disk turbulence mechanisms and accretion rates'?"
No additional experiment or diagnostic hardware would be required for tiffs task. Slight niodification
to the existing electrostatic probe design is required to allow hltrachannel plasnia paraineter l)rofih " lll('a-
surenients. Mhii_d.urizatiou from the current design should be sull'icient. Mhiial.ure magnetic probes[l(i] al'_'
already available for the requisite magnetics inforination. Modeling capabilities will need a bit of C'lih,:iliC{'-
11](?11I. tO include radial and axial ])arallleter profile inforination. ,it lllOre sophisticated li-io([e[ sliould also
include a s(_lf-consistent descril_tion of the external field back reaction Oll the flow.
2.5. Publications from Seeping Effort
\¥e list below for colnphq.eness, puI.Aications thai haxe come from our group and are either a direct
COliSeqLielicc: el" this conlract work or related to the topics described above.
Direct:
On a Laboratory MHD Plasma Flow Model of Astrophysica! Jets, l/. M. Mayo, R. \¥. Caress, and D. (I. lJlack,
in preparation for i\l_.J
]Aillg'llitlil" _)I'C)_)(7 i'l,ll,;t>lH'eliiclll_.s (J/' ];'XIcIItIc(I ])]_lSliill FLOWS' #?OIl] _t _'I[;-l,g'li('tJz.e_] ,b't.liH'('__' zt/l<] ('()IIll)71I']S(JII _O
"%_rolALV,sical Jet Morpholo<gy, 1{. \V. (:ar<'ss, MS Thesis, NCSU, Oct.. lt)C0G.
A l.al>oratoLv Plasma Source ;is an MHD ,%lo&'l tbr Astt'OlAlysical Jets, R. M. Mayo and R. W. Caress. 24 it'
IEEE hlt.ernatiollal Conference on Plasnla Science, San Diego, CA, 19-;72 May, 19{)7.
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Experimental Investigation of a Laboratory Plasma Source as an MHD Model for Astrophysical Jets,
R,. \V. Caress and R. M. Mayo, Bull. Arner. Phys. Sot., 41, 1439 (1996).
Preliminary Investigation from a Laboratory Plasma Source as an MHD Model of Astrophysical Jet:s,
R. W. Caress and R. M. Mayo, Bull. Amer. Phys. Sot., 41, 1010 (1996).
Related:
Deternlination of Microturbulence Enhanced Electron ('ollisionality in Magnetized ('oaxial Accelerator
Channels by Direct Magnetic Field Measurement, D. C,. l_lack aud 1{.. IX:I. Mayo, subnfitted to Phys. Plas.,
1997.
Direct Magnetic Field Measurement of Flow Dynamics in Magnetized Coaxial Accelerator Channels 10' ,
D. C.. Black, R. M. Mayo, and R. W. Caress, accepted in Phys. Plas., 1997.
Miniature, High Sensitivity, Inductively Coupled Magnetic Probe Array for Detailed Measurements of Time
Varying Magnetic FiehJs, D. C. Black and R. M. Mayo, l{ev. Sci. hlstrum., 67, 1508 (1996).
Theory for a Direct Magnetic Field Measurement of Micro-Turblflence Enhanced Electron ('ollisionality.
R. M. Mayo, R. A. Gerwin, and D. C. Black, Phys. Plas., 2, 337 (1995).
A Ma.guetized (7oaxial Som'ce Facility lbr the (/ener'atiot_ of E2_ergetic Plasma f'lows, tl. M. Mayo, M. A. l_ourham,
M. t']. (;lover, R. W. Caress, and 1). C. Black, Plasma Sources Sci. Teclmol., 4, ,17 (199;5).
Two Dimensional Magnetic Field Evolution Mea.suremetJts and Plasma l"low Speed Estimates from the
(:oaxial Thruster Experiment, D. C. Black, R. M. Mayo, R. (-;erwin, It. F. Schoenberg, J. T. Scheuer, and
1:{. P. tloyt, Phys. Plas., 1, 3115 (1994).
. Similarity of Laboratory and Astrophysical Plasma Flow Models and MIlD
A1)plicability
Plasma Jets have been observ('d to emanate from a wide variety of sources on an extremely large Sel)-
aration of spatial scales ranging from laser produced ablating jets[17] to young st.etlar objects (Yb'O)[I,17]
and active galactic Lmclei (AGN) usually as extragalactic radio and visible eLuitt.ing sources[l,2]. Various
mechanisms haw" b(_en eLnployed in an al.telllpt to explaiu the formation, acceleration, collimation, and
stability o[" bipola,' astrophysical flows. Ix,[any authors, howew.'r, favor magnetohydrodynanlic (MII D) lnech-
anisms[12,13,IT] l'or a variety of reasons, not the least of which are the observance of strong magnetic fields
i,l t.he flows, the recognized ability of the MHD pinch effect, to collimate plasma, and the etficiency with
which rotational energy (associated with lnass accretion into a central compact object[t2]) can be exlracted
by magnetic fields.
Existing theoretical models[12-14,17,18] well demonstrate luagneto-thtid acceleration and collimation of
bipolar mass outflows. These provide excellent demonstration of the ability for rotating conducting ltows
to generate all accelerating and collimating azinmt.hal field froln an initial (disk threaded seed) longitudinal
magnetization, thus extracting angular lnomentum in the rotating magnetottuid and converting it to lon-
gitudinal flow energy in what is referred to as centrifugal[13] acceleration. The presence of more realistic
conditions of (a) finite electrical resistivity, (b) non-a priori described electrical current (or, alternatively,
magnetization), and (c) the influence of lIall currents, have not been investigated. These effects have been
shown to significantly influence the evolution of laboratory flows[7,8] under similar conditions, and are ex-
pected to represent iml)ortant influence on the evolution and nature of t.he outflow (i.e. mass ejection).
The production and acceleration of outflows originating near the prime mower is pred[cted{l,t] via MIlD
acceleration mechanisms involving an exclusively azimuthal field. Embedded azimuthal fields buoyed to the
surface of a rotating disk, and concomitant with a poloidal current, may be responsible for Loremz Mill)
axial acceleration.
The st.ability of' these outflows with such long liw?d, wall collimated character is not well tmderstood.
The MIID pinch force in the inn'ely azimuthal fieh[ has an establish_'d iutlueuce ou magnetic coulinmlJel_l
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of plasmaflowson dynamic(Alfv_nic)timescales,but is expected to yield to violent MIlD instability
(m ---- 0, 1) t.hereafter. It is ol_served, however, Lhat astro[)hysical jets are remarkal)ly stable on tremeudous
telnl>oral and spat.ial scales[17]. The existence ol'sonic (aml trallsonic)jet.s o_l longitudinal scales much
larger than a few times their own radial dimtmsioa suggests tloll-ideat st.abilizat, ion or, perhal)s, det.ached
plasmoid ballistic axial motion after pre-acceleration near t.he central object and detached by instability.
These energetic flows should also be subject to a variety or micro-instabilities which subject the flow stream
to small scale turbulence resulting in enhanced dissipation and dr_tically altered flow interaction with local
magnetization.
The similarity between laboratory plasma flows in coaxial plasma devices and astrophysical jet flows can
be argued pictorially. In Fig. 8 is our rendition of a bipolar plasma flow emanating from a disk threaded
poloidal seed field (anchored in the highly conducting fluid) resulting in centrifugal MIlD acceleration of
axial pla.snta outflows[13,12], llere a central massive object is the prime mover for a differentially rotating
Before After
differentially rotating
accreting plasma
_!1 pinched flow or detached
plasmoids
I!
//_ -_.
seecl poloJctat g _",
fle_d
\
Figure 8: Pictorial demollstration of one side of a bipolar plasma flow emanating fl'om a disk threaded
poloida[ seed field resulting ill centrifugal MtlD acceleration. 'l?he pinched stream at top is a reduced scale
depiction of the flow far downst, ream where the tield h_s been wound to be primarily azimuthal.
accreting plasma. The differential rotation distorts the seed poloidal magnetization, general.ing an azimuthal
field, which in t,urn provides the acceleration wit.h the induced poloidal current, j,.:. The pinched stream at.
top is a reduced scale depiction of tile flow far downstream where the field has been wound to be primarily
azimuthal. The flow is collimated here by the azinmthal field, and may be stabilized by poloidal field
stretched from the seed field.
\:ery m'ar the prime mover poloidal fields of any sigl_ific;mce are destined t.o be quickly destroyed tinder
the tremendous tetJsion of col, at.ion and the likely t.urbulent fl_)w in this region, llere, however, purely toroidal
(13_) fields may exist, and are aml)lilied by differential rotati_m[1,1]. These may l)rotrmte through the surface
via magnet&' t:)uoyancy. ('urreat. aH.achmem to the disk all_)ws a net. Lorenlz Mill) force (j,. x 13o) ill each
pole, resulting in bipolar acceleration and MIlD flow (mass ejection). In this scenario the axial flow is again
constricted by the azinmthal field, but this time without stabilization from poloidal magnet.ization. As this
flow becolnes kink unstable, detachment into discrete plasmoids may be expected. Given sutficient inil, ial
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acceleration,however,theseplasmoidsmaytraversesubstantialdistancesbeforedispersinginto cocoon,
resultingill arathernarrowdivergence.
Thispictureshouldbecomparedto thatproducedina MagnetizedCoaxial)las,naGun(MCG)device
likeCPS-1asshownin Fig.3. Theflowisdepictedhereasa fullydevelopedaxial(lo theright) plasma
stream,thedevelopmentof whichfollowstheenergizingof theexperin,entallqmral.usvia a capacitive
energystorageunit. Thefieldlinesaredistortedbytheflowingmagnetofluidfromthoseproducedin aDC
solenoidcoillocatedwithintheplasmagun.Thisdevice,producesflowswhichhaweniagnetictieldtopological
similarityto theastrophysicaljetsdepictediu [Pig.8. Thepoloidalfieldlinesavedistorteddownstreamby
theflowingmagnetofluidll boththeexperimentandastrol)hysicalcaseswithanchorpointsator verynear
theplaneoforiginfor theaxialflow.In thecaseoftheexperimentthesefootpointsarein thegunelectrodes,
whereastheyavein theaccretiondiskin theformer.Bothflowspossesstoroida[(azimuthal)fieldwhich
servesto accelerateheflownearthesourceandconstrictheflowat,largedistancesfromthesource.The
laboratoryexperiment,CPS-I,mayalsobeoperatedinanumnagnetizedfashion(absentthepoloidaltletd)
sot_s t.o simulate the l>urely MIlD accelerat.iou sclwme in the exclusively azimuthal liehl, as described earlier
for astrophysical flows origi,_ating near the central ob.iect.
While the tield t.opologies are sillfilar, the llow li(qd lilwiless is equally intriguing. Plasma flow streams
driven iu the experimental device are well collimated, transonic, near ideal (low eleclrical resistivity) MILD,
imtgm-'tiz('d plasma flows. This scenario is much like what is expected in astrophysical flows[2]. While the
absolute magnitude of ltow speeds and energies are quite dissimilar (except in the case of a YSO jet which
exhibits quite comparable flow speeds to the experiment), it is the plasma dynamic and flow regimes that
determine the underlying physical processes driving the event. It is this likeness that provides the basis for
applicability of tile laboratory experiment to protostellar or extragalactic jet observations.
Direct parameter scaling argunlents are difficult in connecting these spatially and temporally diverse
objects. This is rationalized somewhat by the paucity of quantitative information from astronomical obser-
vations. Yet, there exists enough quantitative data to make a strong case of applicability in plasmadynamic
regime[2]. Many examples of magnetic field observations in astrophysical jets suggest that electromagnetic
fo,'ces are dominant over gravitational and kinetic pressure. This is certainly true of the laboratory experi-
ment wherein gravit.ational eft'cots are comphetely ignorable and the importance of kinetic pressure, gauged
by the plasma ,.3 << i ( 3 = 21top/13"-'), is readily neglected. Further, gyro and l)ebye scalings are such that
I_oth laboratory and ast.rol)hysical flows may be classified as Mill). The 1)cby, length (electrostatic skin
del)th ) in both cases is Jnuchsmaller than any characteristic length scale by _ 10 -s to 10 -s. As well the
gyro scale length (radius of the Larmour orbit, which is approximately the eteclromaguetic skin depth), is
also much smaller than spatial scales by _ 10 -`5 to 10-" in both tlows. These crude arguments give credence
to our acceptance of the al)plicability of an MIlD plasma _,lodel to these phenonlena.
3.1. Extended Eft'or t
The apl)licability of (_xist.ing laboratory plasmas l'acilitics to the study of stellar and extragalactic plasnJas
should be exploited to (.'lucidate uml('rlying physical meclm.nisms that CallllOt I)(" asc(!l'iained /hough asl.ro-
physicM observation, aml provide I)asclinc t.o a wide variety of proposed models, MIll) and otherwis('. The
work proposed hm'ein represents a cent.breed effort on a novel approach in relating laboratory experiments
to astrophysical jet. observation. The.re exists overwhehning similarity among these flows that has ah'eady
produced some [3scinating results and is expected t,o continue a high pay off in further flow similarity studies.
The main expected results can be smmnarized as follows:
1. Suitability of laboratory sources for simulating astrophysical MIlD phenomena.
2. Description of mass ejection, morphology, and collimation and stability, of energetic outflows.
3. Description of the effects of external magnetization on collimation and stability of such out.flows.
4. Description of the interaction of such flows with bacl_grotmd neutral gas. the g_qleration of visible
emission in such imeract.ion, aim the effect of ulcutral clouds on .jet flow <lynailfics.
5. Quantific_ttion aJtcl scali,Jg of cross magnetic field transport in turbulent accrelion-like flows.
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(5. (:ritical t.est of MIlD models for a.strophysic_,l .jets.
7. Development. of n_h,iat.ure k' (or a)-D elect.rostatic flow probe.
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